


W H O  W E  A R E
WELA is a casual lunch spot that focuses on

simple, seasonal, fresh ingredients. We offer a

wide range of globally-inspired healthy bowls,

wholesome wraps, and superfood smoothies. We

also offer our customers the flexibility to be

creative and invent their own meals!

To develop better lifestyles that begin with
balanced diets.

M I S S I O N

We want to build awareness so everyone can

choose the right blend between nutritious and

succulent. We understand that healthy eating

looks different for everyone. Food is nourishment,

but it’s so much more. Food unites us at the

kitchen table and is the center of celebrations.

Food can improve health, prevent disease and

keep us well for longer. 

We encourage our customers to find the right

balance in all lifestyle choices.  

C O R E  V A L U E S



We’ve tried the extreme health-focused diets. We’ve tasted the

burgers. We want something in between.

Sometimes finding the right balance isn’t easy. We’ve

experienced it first-hand, we are on a journey to build accessible

options to encourage people to find their balance. We want to fill

the gap between convenience and healthiness by providing a

spectrum of options that helps customers find their balance. We

believe it’s should no longer be a linear choice between health

food or junk food.  

Although the origin of our foods is varied, the origin of our

founding team is Thailand. Balance is at the core of Thai food.

Whether it’s the mix of the spices, sweetness, sourness or

saltiness; or the fusion between fresh and fast. We want to bring

that balance over and allow more people to find their sweet spot

between taste, nutrition and time.

O U R  S T O R Y

We know that the spirits and the wellbeing of the

individuals, communities and the environment are

derived directly from the food we eat. Therefore,

WELA aims to create a menu that promotes healthy

diets while incorporating globally-inspired flavours

ranging from Thai, Mexican, Japanese to Persian. We

focus on using real ingredients and combine them

to create a varied selection of gluten-free and vegan

options. We believe that our delicious healthy food

will heal you physically, mentally and spiritually. 

Furthermore, we try to cook everything from scratch

and reduce our carbon footprints wherever we can.

That’s why we use compostable packaging and

encourage our customers to bring their own

containers, cups, and straws. Together with you all,

we want to leave the world a better place than we

found them.

O U R  M E T H O D S



@wela.eatwell

We believe
in the power
of real food
to bring
people
together.

#WELAEATWEL L
# F I NDYOURBA LANCE


